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1. INTRODUCTION

The 1982 CERN beam dump experiment WA66 [1] used the Big European Bubble

Chamber (BEBC) to detect interactions by neutrinos produced in a copper target

406 a upstream of the chamber. BEBC was f i l led with a Ne/H mixture with a

density of 0.69 g/cm1. Events were accepted inside a fiducial volume of

16.6 m1 with a maximum depth in the beam direction of 3.1 m.

The neutrino reactions are either of the charged current type (CC) with a

charged iepton (e or p.) in the final state or e lse they are neutral currents

(NC) without any observed lepton. Because of neutrino interactions in the

material immediately upstream of the chamber there are also neutral hadrons

entering the chamber. Some of these react in the chamber and constitute a

background in the NC sample.

One possible way of determining the hadron contamination i s to look at the

distance that the particles travel through the fiducial volume before

interacting. The distribution in th is variable (x) will be different for

hadrons and neutrinos because of the short (~200 cm) interaction length of

the hadrons. Making f i t s to the x spectra for different energy intervals one

suffers from poor s ta t i s t i c s and the energy spectrum for the hadron component

obtained is unreasonable. This report describes an attempt to remedy this by

including the observed energy spectrum for secondaries from neutrino

interactions (associated N :s) in BEBC and making one f i t for al l energies

at once.

2. MODEL

The figure below defines the path length, x, and the potential length, x

for an interaction in the fiducial volume. Let t ( x . ) be the probability

distribution function for the potential length through the volume, assumed to

be the same for hadrons and neutrinos, and l e t g(x) be the distribution in x

for an ideal detector of Infinite depth (uniform for neutrinos and exponential

for hadrons).



BEAM

Fid. v o l . boundary

Since x and x can be considered independent their joint probability

distribution is given by $(xQ)g(x). The x distribution of interactions

inside the fiducial volume, f(x). is obtained by integrating this over all

values of x > x : .max

f(x) = g(x) dxc (i)

which can be calculated by Monte-Carlo for a given beam profile. The

probability content of a bin in x is b. = J". f(x) dx , and can be found
h v

numerically for hadrons ( b. ) and for neutrinos ( b. ). The b:s should
be normalised to unity : E b. = i J f(x) dx = 1 .

The basic assumption is that the energy spectrum Is the same for background

hadrons as for hadrons from neutrino Interactions in BEBC. The model to be

fitted, then, contains the following parameters or some combinations thereof

(N is the number of energy bins and M the number of x bins) :

r = hadronic background / associated N :s

v y ... Vj, v signals for different energies

h h2 . - hN - hadronic background for different

energies

It predicts
* * «

n i . l ' " "N.M

associated N :s for different energies

observed NC candidates in energy-x bins

as
•»

hj / r

v l bJ *

(ii)
%, . h
h l b J



3. CHOOSING A LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION

For simplicity of notation, define :

n- = n. i=l.N

V i = ni.i

"N.M

and let m. be the observed number of events corresponding to T\. . Let

Pk = Hk / n t Q t be the probability för bin k (n t o t = E nk)-

There are (at least) two possibilities of defining a likelihood function.

Assuming Poisson statistics within each bin one can construct the

likelihood function :

•k -

l n L p L. ' "k l m »k "
k

(iii)

Assuming instead a •ultino«lal distribution of • » Cm. events

as is customary when making maximum likelihood fits to classified data [2],

one obtains :

k v
In L B = ln(mtot!) • £ ( mklnPk - ln(mk!) )

k

(iv)

The variable quantity to be maximized ln the multinomial case is

^ » E i j j ln Pk , as opposed to



i = E (m. lnnw - T\. ) = E (m. lnP. + m. IHTU - TK ) -

'm * "tot l n n t o t " ^ o t

in the Poisson case. In the multinomial case the overall normalisation TT

is not fitted, but is taken to be m . Using the same parameters with the

inclusion of -n . in the Poisson case gives the same result for the "shape"

parameters and TT is determined by

h {"tot l m w •

or -n . = • . , i.e. the same result as in the multinomial case, except

that TV comes out with an error, ATV t . determined by

"tot l n ( ' t o t * A ntot> - ("tot * A T W = Btot l n "tot - "tot - 1 / 2 •

For reasonably large m the error obtained using this equation agrees well

with &\Qt = ^ t o t . as expected.

In the case of the multinomial likelihood function one would have to f it

ratios to the total (assumed fix) and multiply by this total in order to

obtain the required estimates for the neutrino signal in the different energy

bins. The Poisson error in the total would not be given by the fit, but

would have to be explicitly included. For the Poisson likelihood function

on the other hand the overall normalisation is variable. One can then f i t the

absolute bin contents directly, including implicitly the error on the total.

For this reason the Poisson likelihood function seems preferrable.

4. BEAM PROFILE AND INTERACTION LENGTH

To determine the expected x-spectra for neutrinos and hadrons respectively,

one requires knowledge of the beam profile. This was obtained fro* the

radial distribution of the charged-current events with a total energy greater

than 10 GeV and with electron (muon) momentum above 3 GeV (5 GeV). Folding in

the fiducial volume shape a maximum likelihood fit of an exponential beam

profile ( « exp(-r/rQ) ) was performed. The result of the f it was rQ - 3 2 5 t 6 0 cm

Fig 1 shows the observed and fitted radial distributions. Also shown for

comparison is the radial distribution obtained for a uniform beam profile

(dashed line). It can be seen that: the simple exponential beam profile



describes the data with sufficient accuracy. The bin probabilities bv and

b were calculated using r » 325 cm.

The hadronic interaction length was taken to be 160 cm independent of energy.

This is a compromise between the values 200 cm and 120 cm as expected for

kaons and neutrons respectively. An attempt to determine the interaction
*

length directly from the distance travelled by the observed associated N :s

did not give any satisfactory result. Such a determination would, in any case,

be sensitive to any dependence of the scanning efficiency for secondaries on

the distance from the primary vertex.

5. FITTING PROCEDURE

The minimum of the negative of expression (iii) was found using the NINUFT

package [3] The energy bins used were 5-10 GeV, 10-20 GeV, 20-50 GeV and

>50 GeV respectively.

Apart from v «N there are N+l independent parameters (N=4). These

other parameters are of no direct interest and should therefore be chosen so

as to facilitate the minimization. A convenient choice is r, h 9, ; k=2,N
X K

where 9 = h. / h.. With this choice the shape of the background energy

spectrum may be kept fixed and i t s normalisation varied by varying h only.
* »

Since the value of nJ( the number of associated N :s in the first energy
bin, is quite precisely determined compared to the hadronic background as

*
inferred from the x spectrum, 1^ % rn2 . This strong correlation between

r and h makes the error determination through the inversion of the second

derivative matrix, as performed by the MINUIT subroutine HESSE, difficult

and therefore a sample-dependent transformation was made :

a =• ( hj • raj ) / 2

P - ( hj - rn* ) / 2

The values and errors of r and hj were then calculated from the fitted

values, variances and covariance of a and 0.

The minimization was performed In four steps :



1.

2.

3.

4.

Find the best value for v̂  subject to the conditions that

the shape of the background energy spectrum is fixed as obtained from

the associated N :s and that the SUB of neutrino and hadron

components exactly equals the observed total for each energy bin.

Fit 3 and 9 .9 keeping v. and a fixed as determined in

the first fit and requiring neutrino and hadron components to add up

to the observed total in each energy bin.

Fit a , p , vj...vN keeping the 9:s fixed at the values from

the second fit.

Release the 9:s and fit all parameters.

The reason for adopting this procedure is that the large number of parameters

(nine) together with the strong anti-correlation between the background and

the signal in each bin makes the result of a fit of all parameters at once

quite dependent on the starting values. It is also true that the shape of

background energy spectrum is very strongly governed by the energy spectrum of
«

associated N s (see fig 2). By proceeding in steps as outlined above it is

possible to obtain good estimates for ail parameters before the final fit.

6. RESULTS

The results of the fit to data are shown in the table on the next page.

The error on the relative background in the high energy bin where there are no

observed neutral stars, obtained by inverting the covariance matrix, is

unreasonably small since the likelihood function is badly behaved. For this

reason the error quoted is that for which -inl. has decreased by 1/2. The fact

that this procedure overestimates the error on the background (see table 2) is

unimportant since the interesting quantity is the neutrino signal.

Fig 2 shows the fitted and observed distribution of associated N :s. In the

interval 10-20 GeV the fitted number of N :s is lower than the observed

number in agreement with previous attempts, not using the associated N

spectrum, which gave a negative background in this interval.



Table 1

Results of f it to data

Background / Ass. N :s

5 - 1 0 GeV Observed total

Signal

Background

10 - 20 GeV Observed total

Signal

Relative background

20 - 50 GeV Observed total

Signal

Relative background

> 50 GeV Observed total

Signal

Relative background

0.15 ±

195

179 ±

16 ±

190

182 ±

0.55 ±

215

212 ±

0.20 ±

89

89 t

0.000 ±

0.24

30

26

19

0.09

16

0.05

9

0.005

Value of negative logarithm of likelihood at minimum : 117.4

The fitted NC x-distributions for the different energy intervals are shown in

fig. 3 as solid lines. The dashed lines show the hadron component. For high
*

energies, where there are few associated N s, the error on the neutrino

signal agrees well with the Poisson error one would obtain without background

subtraction. The hadronic background is small and amounts to (2±4)% of the

uncorrected NC sample above 10 GeV.

Increasing or decreasing r by one standard deviation (see section 4)

changes the fitted value for the neutrino signal in the lowest energy bin

(where the effect is the strongest) by about 4 events or less than 0.2 c.

The same is true if the interaction length is decreased to 120 cm or

increased to 200 cm. Thus the systematic errors are quite small.



7. TESTING THE MODEL USING MONTE-CARLO

To check the validity of the above procedure a Monte-Carlo was run which

generated random samples using the above model. Population values were

generated with a spread of 0.2 <7 around the fitted values for data and random

samples were drawn. All samples with the f i t converging closer than 1.5 <r

to each of the values from the data f it were retained (327 out of 1000).

The reversed cumulative distribution of minimized negative likelihoods is

shown in fig. 4. From this distribution the probability of a worse value

than the one obtained from data (goodness-of-fit) is found to be 0.45.

The procedure to determine this number is not unique. The value obtained

does, however, Indicate a good agreement between model and data.

In order to investigate the error estimates fro» the f i t as well as the

possible bias of the estimators the difference between the f it results and

the generated values normalised by the error from the fit were histografflmed.

The results are summarized in table 2 below.

Table 2

Mean and standard deviation of the difference between generated

and fitted values normalised by the error from the f it

Background /

5 -

10 -

20 -

> 40

10 GeV

20 GeV

40 GeV

GeV

Ass. N*:s

Signal

Background

Signal

Relative background

Signal

Relative background

Signal

Relative background

Mean

0.01

-0.06

0.00

-0.05

-0.10

-0.06

-0.10

-0.16

-0.10

Standard Deviation

1.C4

1.02

1.04

1.03

1.01

1.02

1.08

1.04

0.28
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For an unbiassed estimator with a correct error estimate one expects a mean of

zero and a standard deviation of one. As can be seen fro» the table, or fro»

fig:s 5-7 showing histograms of the distributions, the estimates obtained for

the neutrino signal have small biasses, except for the high energy bin. The

apparent bias in this bin is a consequence of the fact that the error tends to

be underestimated when the number of observed events falls below the Poisson

mean, and vice versa. The same effect occurs whenever one estimates a

reasonably small Poisson mean and variance by the actual number of observed

events. In the bins with higher statistics the effect is smaller.

8. CONCLUSION

The method described gives estimates for the neutrino signal in the NC sample

that appear reasonable, and with errors that agree with the Poisson error for

high energies where the background i s small. Comparing the f i t to data with

f i t s to Monte Carlo samples generated using the f itted model one obtains a

goodness-of-f it of 0.45. The Monte-Carlo f i t results for the neutrino signal

compared with the "true" signal generated show that there i s no appreciable

systematic shift , and that the errors are correctly determined. It seems

reasonable to use the results from the f i t when analysing the experiment. The

correction to the raw NC sample i s (2±4)% above 10 GeV hadronic energy.
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Fig. 1

The observed radiai distribution of CC events (histogram). The

solid line is the f i t ted distribution. « exp(-r/325cm), after

folding in the acceptance. The dashed line shows the distribution

expected for a uniform beam profiJe.
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Fig. 2

Fitted (dashed) and observed energy distribution for associated
«

N :s. (The high energy bin is empty and has no upper bound.)
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Fig. 3

The observed and fitted x-distributions in the different energy

intervals. The dashed line shows the hadronic component
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110. 121. 130.

MIN. NK. LIKELIHOOD

Fig. 4

Reversed cumulative distribution of minimized negative logarithms

of iikelihoods obtained by Monte-Carlo. For a given value on the

x-axis the y-axis gives the probability of obtaining a worse fit.

The value for the fit to data is 117.4 giving a probability of 0.45.
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Fig. 5

Normalised deviation of the fitted value of r (=background/N :s)

from the generated one. Kor an unbiassed estimator with a true

error estimate this distribution would have mean zero and a

standard deviation of one.
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Fig. 6

Distribution of deviation of the fitted from the generated

background normalised to the error obtained in the fit. In the

energy intervals above 10 GeV the ratio of the background to that

between 5 and 10 GeV was fitted.
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5.0 < E < 10.0 10.0 < E < 20.0
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Pi
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Fig. 7

Distribution of deviation of the fitted from the generated signal

normalised to the error obtained for different energy intervals.


